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1. Introduction
This deliverable, named “Support cycle’s call report v3” (D2.5), was developed as part of the
MediaMotorEurope project, as referenced in the Description of Action – Annex 1 of the Grant Agreement
no. 871552.
Similar to D2.3 and D2.4, D2.5 aims to report on the results of the third and final open call and, more
precisely, to present statistics such as the applications received and applications accepted, as well as the
matchmakings and relevant procurements identified.
MediaMotorEurope (MME) had three open calls: the first one took place between the 18th of May and
the 17th of July 2020, the second one from the 1st of September to the 30th of October 2020, and the last
one took place between 1st April and 27th May 2021. VRT got approval from the Project Officer to delay
the third open call in one month (due to clash with other programmes), and the corresponding deliverable
– this document.
The aim of the open calls was to recruit promising European deeptech innovations which are building
solutions for the media sector and the creative industries, with the ultimate goal to support at least 60
startups throughout 2020-2021, each assigned to one of the four innovation hubs for continued support:
•
•
•
•

the Bergen hub - Media City Bergen (MCB);
the Brussels hub – VRT (VRT);
the Thessaloniki hub - THERMI - Business Incubator (THE);
the Sofia hub - Cluster Sofia Knowledge City (CSKC).

After this introduction, this deliverable is divided in the following chapters:
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 2 – Open call for startups, presenting the statistics of the submitted applications;
Chapter 3 – Selected startups, listing the top 20 startups and scaleups selected for the third
support cycle;
Chapter 4 – Call for expressions of interest for media organisations, presenting the media
organisations that signed up to the programme (cumulative data);
Chapter 5 – Cross-Matchmaking, presenting the matches and public procurements identified for
the selected startups;
Chapter 6 – Conclusions, summarising this report.

The aggregated results of the three open calls are presented in D2.6 Aggregated calls report (M19).
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2. Open call for startups
The third and final MME open call for startups opened on the 1st of April and closed on the 27th May 2021,
with 51 submitted applications, out of 91 expressions of interest.
What follows is an overview of the total number of applications received, an analysis of the applications
in progress vs finalised overtime, and relevant data regarding the finalised applications, to provide a better
understanding of the 51 startups and scaleups that applied.

2.1 Started and finalised applications
In total, there were 91 startups and scaleups starting an application on the F6S platform, with 51 of them
finalising their application within the open call deadline. This data shows that more than half of the started
applications were finalised within the deadline (56%).
Started/created vs finalised
The third open call remained open for two months. The graph shows an exponential growth, with the
number of applications rising in the last week and specifically in the last two days, which is a common
tendency for similar programmes. This is also aligned with the data retrieved from the first two MME open
calls, which saw a similar growth over time. Of course, all applicants are contacted several times
throughout the duration of the open call, and encouraged to finalise their application.

Application submission timeline
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Figure 1. Applications submission timeline

2.2 Finalised applications
A total of 51 startups and scaleups finalised their applications to the MME programme. With this third
open call, MME received 221 finalised applications in total, only falling short in 29 applications of the
overall project KPI – 250 applications for the three support cycles. To this analysis should also be
considered the expression of interests from the applicants, as there were 91 started applications in this
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third round, and 386 in the entire project, which is a good outcome. With a robust application form, MME
has filtered high-quality applicants, successfully allowing to “select 20 good startups/scaleups with
deeptech solutions applied to the media or creative industries” (section 3).
What follows is an analysis of the data gathered through the 51 finalised applications, including country
of origin of the applicant, the incorporation status of the venture, the year of incorporation, the activity
keys, the market application codes, the media challenge potentially addressed, the partnerships sought,
and the channel through which they discovered MediaMotorEurope.

Country
The distribution of applicants across Europe and H2020 associated countries was satisfactory, showing
that the MediaMotorEurope’s third open call dissemination efforts were widespread and focused in
different geographic sectors.
The most represented country was France, in contrast with the other two calls where the most
represented country was both times UK. Then, there is Germany, Italy and Israel. In addition, it is relevant
to note that the countries of the four MME innovation hubs are represented (Belgium, Bulgaria, Greece,
and Norway).
The remaining countries were evenly represented, with one to tree applications each.
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Figure 2. Country
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Incorporation status
Most of the startups and scaleups that applied to the programme are already incorporated/legally
established (80%), with a small number of applicants being currently in the process of incorporation (10%).
In this open call there were also applications from candidates with not incorporated businesses, like in
the first open call and contrary to the second open call, in which 10% of the candidates said that their
business was not incorporated.

Legally established
10%
10%
In the process of incorporation
No
Yes
80%

Figure 3. Incorporation status

Year of incorporation / Legal Establishment
The majority of the startup applicants were incorporated/legally established since 2017. Also, it needs to
be considered that on 12 of them this information is not available. From the remaining, 54% were
incorporated/legally established in the last three years. This demonstrates that MME achieved its goal of
attracting young companies to be part of the programme.
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Figure 4. Year of Incorporation
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Activity Keys
To help understand the area of activity of the applicants, one of the questions in the application form
referred to the business activity keys (technical development activities from a variety of technological
fields). A document with a list of coded activity keys was displayed in the application form, and the
applicants used it to find the relevant codes for their activities. It can be consulted here.
In the graph below, it is possible to visualise the activity keys selected. It is important to note that
applicants could select more than one activity key. In the graph, “Other” refers to different codes that
were only selected three times or less. The most chosen options were:
•
•
•
•

Machine learning, statistical data processing and applications using signal processing (e.g.
speech, image, video) (400124),
Web and information systems, database systems, information retrieval and digital libraries,
data fusion (160306),
Artificial Intelligence, intelligent systems, multi-agent systems (400103), and
Natural language processing (40011907).

This graph is consistent with the ones from the other two open calls, as machine learning (400124),
artificial intelligence (400103) and natural language processing (40011907) were also in the most
selected key activities.
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Figure 5. Activity Keys

Market Application Codes
Following the same strategy as determined for the activity keys, explained above, a document was made
with the Market Application Codes, to help understanding the most common markets where the solutions
presented can be applied. It can be consulted here, as well as on D2.1 - Offering and requesting templates.
According to the data on the graph below, the most common choice for market applications were:
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•
•
•
•

Media related services (9003006),
Artificial intelligence related software (2007016),
Data processing, analysis, and input services (2006004), and
Streaming (1006003).

These results are similar to the second open call, with the four most selected application codes being the
same. The only difference was that streaming (1006003) and data processing (2006004) were reversed.
In the graph, “Other” refers to different codes that were only selected three times or less. It is important
to note that applicants could select more than one market application code.
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Figure 6. Market Application Codes

Media challenge potentially addressed
Five main media challenges were defined to be part of the application form of the MME’s open calls, with
the intention to help organising the candidates’ solutions, give a scope of action to the applicants, and
ensure that the presented solutions targeted some of the biggest challenges that the media industry faces
nowadays. The distribution of the media challenges potentially addressed was satisfactory, showing that
all challenges were relevant.
The most selected challenge in the third open call was Facilitating transition to a data-driven media
industry 4.0 (29%), similar to open call two. Advancing human-machine interaction (23%), Fight against
misinformation and fake news (20%) gathered more interest than in the second open call (18% each),
contrary to the Improved accessibility to media outlets (16%), which was selected by a lower number of
applicants in the most recent open call, when compared to the second one (19%). Better protection of
personal data and data in general was selected only 2% of the times, its lowest result in all the open calls.
Although the five main challenges were suggested, applicants had also the opportunity to select the
option “Other”. This option ensured that there were not too many limitations on the scope of the
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solutions, as long as they respected the overall theme of the programme (deeptech solutions applied to
the media or creative industries) and the eligibility criteria. In the third call, 10% of the applicants selected
the “Other” option, the same as in the first open call, and less than in the second (only with 6%)

Media Challenge potentially addressed
Advancing human-machine
interaction

10%

Better protection of personal data
and data in general

23%
16%
2%

Facilitating transition to a datadriven media industry 4.0
Fight against misinformation and
fake news

20%
29%

Improved accessibility to media
outlets (including support to per
Other

Figure 7. Media challenge potentially addressed

Partnerships sought
When analysing the type of partnerships sought by the startups, the VC funding agreement is the most
selected option, similarly to what happened in the first and second open calls. The Consortium agreement
for addressing needs of big public or private procurements was also chosen by a high number of
applicants. This type of partnership has been ranking higher as the open calls progress, as in the first open
call it was the least selected, in the second open call it was the third more selected and in this open call it
is the second more selected. It is relevant to note that applicants could select more than one option.
The Product co-development (Corporate bilateral or multilateral agreement) ranked in the top 3, as it
did in the previous calls (second most selected in the first and second open calls) and Inward/Outward
technology licencing and Inward/Outward Expertise/Know-how service agreement were the two least
selected partnerships, as they have already been in the second open call.
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Partnerships sought
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Figure 8. Partnerships sought

Referral source
This graph demonstrates the channels via which selected applicants first heard about the programme.
The majority were informed through F6S platform or F6S dissemination and scouting efforts, followed by
Referrals (within which are included referrals from all partners and intermediaries). The referral
percentage increased from 15% to 21% from the second open call to this one. This result confirms the
idea that the most effective means of recruitment are scouting and personalised invitations.
It is relevant to note that social media and press also had an impact on the dissemination of the open call,
as well as Startup Europe. The three of them combined attracted 12% of the applicants.

Referral source
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Media/Press
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Other
Referral
59%
8%

Social Media
Startup Europe

2%

Figure 9. Referral source
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Eligible vs Non-Eligible
As outlined in D2.1 Offering and Request Templates, MediaMotorEurope conducts a 3-step evaluation
process to ensure rigor. In the first step, applicants must pass three eligibility criteria to qualify for the
next stage of the evaluation process:
a) Be incorporated (or under incorporation);
b) Be incorporated (or under incorporation) in an EU country including Horizon 2020 associated
countries (and the UK);
c) Possesses at least two members [founder(s) together with any existing employee(s)] that are
committed to the venture proposed.
In this third open call, some applications of startups that were not incorporated yet were of very high
quality and had several team members. For this reason, the evaluation board decided to consider them
for evaluation (eligible). Following this decision, only one applicant failed to meet the standards set out in
this stage of assessment and were determined not eligible. As such, 50 applications moved to the second
phase of the evaluation.
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3. Selected startups
From the 50 finalised and eligible applications, 20 startups and scaleups were selected to join the third
support cycle. The evaluation and selection were made by the MME evaluators, namely a representative
of each innovation hub and FastTrack, following the evaluation guidelines defined on D2.2 Selection
quality criteria and scoring methodology.
The following 20 startups and scaleups were selected. The table presents the main media challenge
addressed and the innovation hub they have been assigned to, as well as the country and their website.
Table 1. Selected startups support cycle 3

Hub

CSKC

MCB

THE

VRT

Startup & website

Country

Media challenge addressed

Kelp.Digital

Estonia

Other – Advancing content protection

Saulx

Netherlands

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Summy

Netherlands

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Wanted TV

United Kingdom

Improved accessibility to media outlets

Wantent

Ukraine

Advancing human-machine interaction

Searchr

Latvia

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Circulr

Denmark

Advancing human-machine interaction

Movi

Norway

Advancing human-machine interaction

Rumble Studio

France

Advancing human-machine interaction

Spectalix

Israel

Other – Advancing interactive content-creation

isoft.ai

Finland

Advancing human-machine interaction

Questpass

Poland

Fight against misinformation and fake news

JDaily

Italy

Improved accessibility to media outlets

Veeplay

Germany

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Exorde

France

Fight against misinformation and fake news

Contilt

Israel

Advancing human-machine interaction

Playtreks

Belgium

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

SMI

Israel

Improved accessibility to media outlets

Voxalyze

Germany

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

x.news

Austria

Fight against misinformation and fake news
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An online portfolio of the selected startups has been made public on the project website (done by ATC as
website owner), where it is possible to download a PDF version of the complete portfolio (done by F6S).
If an investor or a media organisation is interested in receiving more details about a specific startup, they
are directed to the partner FastTrack or the hubs, who will send a more complete profile of the startup
and facilitate the interactions.

Media challenges addressed
The graph below shows the percentages regarding the main media challenges addressed by the 20
selected startups:
•

•
•

•

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0 and Advancing human-machine
interaction are the most common challenges, with 30% of the startups falling into each of these
categories;
Improved accessibility to media outlets and Fight against misinformation and fake news are also
tied with 15% each;
Similar to the first support cycle and contrary to the second, this time there were 10% of the
applicants that didn’t address any of the presented challenges, so they were categorized into
Other;
None of the selected startups is addressing the Better protection of personal data and data in
general challenge.

Media Challenges
Advancing human-machine
interaction

10%
30%
15%

Facilitating transition to a datadriven media industry 4.0
Fight against misinformation and
fake news
Improved accessibility to media
outlets (including support to per

15%
30%

Other

Figure 10. Media challenges
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4. Call for expressions of interest for media organisations
Until month 19, a total of 25 media organisations were enrolled and selected based on relevance to join
the MME programme. Although the call for expressions of interest by media organisations will remain
open until 30th September 2021, this deliverable showcases the results obtained until the present
moment, and the MME hubs do not expect further organisations to join the programme.
The Annex provides a very short presentation of each media organisation, to support the reading of the
upcoming section: cross-matchmaking.
Table 2. Media organisations selected

Bulgarian National Television

ZDF

TV 2 Norway

Bulgaria

Germany

Norway

Media Lab Bayern

NPO

WNESSTV

Germany

Netherlands

Bulgaria

RTP

ERT MediaLab

PRN

Portugal

Greece

Bulgaria

EURONEWS

Pensoft

Fonn Group

France

Bulgaria

Norway

RMG

Mediahuis

Aifos Media

Belgium

Belgium

Greece
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Direction Business Network

Broadcast Solutions

AFM

Greece

Germany

Portugal

iamhere international

DN

RTBF

Sweden

Norway

Belgium

tagesschau

Yle

Orfium

Germany

Finland

USA

Radio France

France
Country
The following graph shows the data related to the countries where the media organisations are based.
We can see a predominance of the MME hubs’ countries, namely Bulgaria, Norway, Greece and Belgium.
It is also possible to observe the representation of other countries, such as Germany, France, Portugal,
Netherlands, Sweden and Finland. Media organisations are engaged through a one-on-one approach,
where partners direct their efforts in approaching their network to engage organisations potentially
interested in startup collaboration(s). Since the last open call for startups already took place, and the
majority or their contacts have already been reached, the partners decided that the efforts to try to enrol
new organisations will be suspended in a couple of months. Nevertheless, until the end of the programme,
if any media organization approaches any partner directly, and if their participation makes sense to MME,
they will be accepted in the programme.
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Country - Media Organisations
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Figure 11. Country - Media Organisations

Reference to commercial activities
Regarding the commercial activities of the media organisations enrolled, the predominant ones are:
•

Media related services (9003006),

•

Radio and TV broadcasting stations (1001001),

•

Advertising and public relations (9003002), and

•

Other services (not elsewhere classified) (9003007).

The four most selected commercial activities remained the same in the cumulative analysis (compared to
the data of only the first and second open calls), although all categories have increased, which means that
the new media organisations have similar scopes to the ones that join the programme during the first
open calls. Consulting services (9003005), Streaming (1006003), or Radio and TV broadcasting and other
related equipment (1001003) were also selected more than one time, showing the diversity of media
organisations and their commercial activities. Each organisation could select more than one activity, which
explains the high number of answers.
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Reference to commercial activities
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Figure 12. Reference to commercial activities - Media Organisations

Media challenges faced
In their expression of interest to join the programme, media organisations were invited to select the most
relevant challenges/priorities for them, or in which they could see potential interest in innovating. The
media challenges most selected by the media organisations were “Facilitating transition to a data/driven
media industry 4.0” and “Fight against misinformation and fake news”. The challenges “Advancing
human-machine interaction” and “Improved accessibility to media outlets” were also chosen by several
organisations. It is relevant to note that each organisation could select more than one option, given their
broad spectrum of activities.

Media challenges faced
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Figure 13. Media sector's challenges faced - Media Organisations
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Referral source
When asked how they heard about the MME programme, the majority of media organisations indicated
the source Referral. This selection includes referrals from the different consortium members and affiliated
groups, such as VRT Sandbox, Media City Bergen, Cluster Sofia Knowledge City, and Sandbox Hub. This is
a direct result of the direct contacts the hubs have been making to relevant media organisations in their
networks. It also comprises different referral sources, such as CORDIS. Startup Europe and F6S were the
source of four applications, and the media/press and social media also contributed with four more, to the
final number of media organisations.

Referral Source
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Figure 14. Referral Source - Media Organisations
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5. Cross-Matchmaking
The cross-matchmaking activity is implemented within Task 2.3, led by THERMI and the innovation hubs.
Staff on behalf of the four hubs have reviewed the scope of activities and the service/product offerings of
all selected startups, including those corresponding to startups assigned to each hub. Hubs’ staff has also
reviewed the scope of activities as well as special concerns expressed by media organisations that up to
15 July 2021 have expressed their interest and joined the MME programme.
Within the context of their review, the hubs identified possible matches of activities/products/services of
their assigned startups with concerns, including needs, expressed by the media organisations. In some
cases, the hubs and their staff have also identified possible matches for their assigned startups stemming
from the activities and products/services of companies other than the selected/joined ones (either media
companies or deeptech scaleups), brought up by their individual previous contacts with such companies
or discovered via a dedicated research. The review performed also led to matches in terms of potential
alliances/collaborations between selected startups for the purposes of possible product/service codevelopment, common marketing and commercial activities or for addressing needs as specified by
tenders, calls for research proposals or other procurements.
With respect to procurements, the context of which could possibly match the profiles and activities of the
selected startups, three more tendering portals have been identified to be continuously monitored by all
hubs for the identification of opportunities that match the profiles of their assigned startups or the profiles
of more than one selected startups. Within the present section results of such monitoring activities are
presented.
In this section, possible matches identified are presented for each selected startup and are arranged
according to the hub they are assigned to. The section closes with the presentation of the new
procurement portal for monitoring identified as well as the description of a relevant identified
procurement that has been promoted to all the selected startups. In the Annex it is possible to find a short
description of all the media organisations that have joined MME until 15 July 2021.
Important disclaimer: It is stressed out that the possible matches described in this deliverable correspond
solely to the opinions of the hubs’ professional staff, and do not necessarily coincide with the opinions of
the representatives of the media organisations, nor with those of the founders of the selected startups.
As such, this deliverable reflects only the MME hub’s professional staff, and none of the other
stakeholders are responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.
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5.1 Matches for startups assigned to THERMI - Business Incubator
Veeplay
Veeplay is a video API platform that makes it easy for developers to build and monetise video experiences
into web and mobile applications. Veeplay's product lineup includes a universal video player SDK, and a
powerful set of APIs used for transcoding and streaming content with minimum latency across the world.

Possible matches with joined media organisations
•

WNESSTV – The company is a wellness-focused content producer owning an international TV
channel and VOD platform. The company well-matches the offering of Veeplay as they might be
interested in easily and efficiently produce and distribute own-produced content through
streaming in any kind of smart devices.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Broadcast Solutions – Broadcast Solutions is a hardware independent system integrator with
international operations. It serves for creating tailor-made solutions to broadcasters and is
interested to always be informed about new tools and technologies available for system
integration. The tool offered by Veeplay may very well complement the company’s product
portfolio for broadcaster and create a robust background for Veeplay’s market scalability.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Dagens Næringsliv – It is the major Norway’s business news outlet, providing in-depth coverage
of the Norwegian business, economy and politics landscape. It is well known for investigative
journalism, quality feature stories and in-depth commentary and debate. The tool offered by
Veeplay may be considered interesting for Dagens in terms of an enabling technology for the
production and distribution of video-stories for news.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.
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•

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Yle – Yle is a public Finnish broadcaster. Yle is interested to review various kinds of innovations
in order to continuously be able to hold a competitive edge in delivering its content. Veeplay’s
solution could offer an interesting case for them to review since it is directly related to the
facilitation of video content streaming management process.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
•

Wanted Media – The startup offers an application for managing video streaming content choices
and discovery processes on behalf of subscribers/end-users. This service can be complementary
to Veeplay’s tool with respect to common marketing activities.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

•

Spectalix – Spectalix offers a mobile application for enabling green screen user positioning and
make her/him part of a variety of video backgrounds. A contact with Veeplay could be interesting
in terms of possible common development for the creation of a more versatile video content
production experience by users.
o

•

Service offering and collaboration business case definition.

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and collaboration business case definition.

Summy.ai – The startup develops a platform for automatically analysing video and audio content
to facilitate efficient extraction and user-preferenced (customized) audiovisual content
reproduction. A contact with Veeplay could be interesting in terms of possible common
development for the creation of a more versatile video content production experience by users.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment
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•

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and collaboration business case definition.

movi.ai – movi.ai offers a mobile video player technology with playback capabilities and behaviour
analytics. Grounds of technical and nosiness collaboration with Veeplay exist. A possible contact
could lead to co-development to reach a commonly exploited product offering.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and collaboration business case definition.

Wantent – The startup has developed and offers a platform for emotion detection of viewers of
video content. A possible contact with Veeplay could lead to improvement of Veeplay’s tool in
terms of increasing user engagement to Veeplay’s offering.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and collaboration business case definition.

JDaily
JDaily is an application created to answer a clear question: “Digital natives find stressful and tedious the
current way of delivering news”. In JDaily app, users receive a “pill of news”, a custom pack of news where
the content of reliable sources is automatically transformed to fit the needs of the users. Thus, the pill is
customizable not only on topics but in length and format choosing between a simple article, a podcast, a
video, or an infographic. Our mission is simple: fire up the interest of digital generation in the information
process.

Possible matches with joined media organisations
•

Euronews – Euronews does not specifically address concerns with respect to particular needs to
be covered, its representative however does indicate the transition to a data-driven media
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industry 4.0 as a major challenge to be met by the European media industry. Nevertheless, as
Euronews operates a multiplicity of digital on-line news portals in different European languages,
grounds for co-operation with JDaily could include the assessment of the JDaily app for increasing
user engagement to their news streams via online means.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration (Examples below)
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

RMG – Roularta Media Group is a Belgian multimedia group, market leader in the field of
magazines (in Durch and French). RMG’s expressed concerns that are particularly relevant with
the offering of JDaily and specifically under their requests to “Enable personalized experiences
across all digital properties” and to “Adapt content with a specific focus on Generation Z media
consumption habits”.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Dagens Næringsliv – It is the major Norway’s business news outlet, providing in-depth coverage
of the Norwegian business, economy and politics landscape. It is well known for investigative
journalism, quality feature stories and in-depth commentary and debate. DN could benefit from
the novel concept brought by the JDaily app in terms of a new way to reinforce the interest of its
audience through personalized/custom news consumption.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Exorde
Exorde is a new platform specialised in analysing the spread of information on the Web to create and sell
trust scores. By combining blockchain technology, utility tokens, smart contracts & NLP, Exorde aims to
help Web users navigate the Web while remaining critical with regards to the information they encounter
on it. Exorde provides information virality predictions, information archiving services and trust scores
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APIs. Through their system, the startup strives to effectively combat misinformation and promote good
journalism, without forcing any change in the way people get their information today.

Possible matches with joined media organisations
•

ZDF – Grounds for co-operation with ZDF could be the needs expressed with respect to the wide
concept of digitalization of the services offered and particularly under the expressed willingness
of ZDF to review tools for fighting fake news.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

RTP – Despite RTP Sandbox did not specifically described needs explicitly matching Exorde’s
offering, the fact that it runs several digital projects dictates that if approached by Exorde, piloting
opportunities may arise. Grounds for co-operation with RTP could concern investigation with
respect to Exorde’s solution integration into RTP’s digital projects with focus in user-centric
contribution within the detection of fake news spreading.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

PRN – Since it is an information portal promoting news and services, the matching is
straightforward and could focus on the use of Exorde’s solution in its way to effectively deal with
cases of fake news and misinformation spreading.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Dagens Næringsliv – It is the major Norway’s business news outlet, providing in-depth coverage
of the Norwegian business, economy and politics landscape. It is well known for investigative
journalism, quality feature stories and in-depth commentary and debate. DN expressly defines its
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interest in reviewing solutions with respect to fake news spreading fighting. An introduction could
benefit the interests of both entities.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

RTBF – RTBF is is the Belgian French-speaking public TV broadcaster and operates five television
channels – La Une, Tipik, La Trois, Arte Belgique and TipikVision together with several radio
channels. The representative of RTBF explicitly addresses the interest of RTBF to assess solutions
as candidates to deal with fake news spread.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Yle – Yle is a public Finnish broadcaster. YLE is open to review any truly innovative solution serving
the needs of its services including fakes and misinformation spreading.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
•

x.news – x.news offers a single paged journalistic research and monitoring SaaS platform. A
possible contact between Exorde and x.news could trigger common development activities to
reach an integrated offering to effectively treat misinformation and fake news screening.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.
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−

Service offering and collaboration business case definition.

Questpass
The startup offers moneyless paywall combined with new ad format. Questpass works like a paywall but
the ”fee” is the user's answer to a question referring to the ad. The reward for clicking the correct answer
is free access to the rest of the article. Gaining access engages only a few seconds of attention and requires
no money. Questpass copes with banner-blindness, ad-blocks, ad-fraud and multiplies publishers' revenue
while keeping content open to the general public.

Possible matches with joined media organisations
•

Mediahuis – It is a Belgian media company owning a wide range of cross-media brands. Its news
consumers have 24/7 access to its brands via a wide range of platforms. As the company’s
expressed need is to always stay in a competitive position, Questpass’s user engagement solution
would be able to render Mediahuis more competitive in creating devoted audiences and attract
more users to its content.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

RMG – Roularta Media Group is a Belgian multimedia group, market leader in the field of
magazines (in Durch and French). RMG’s expressed concerns that are particularly relevant with
the offering of Questpass. In particular, their defined request to review solutions that are able to
increase reader/customer engagement across all digital properties is a perfect match to
Questpass’s solution.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

isoft.ai
Ipodcast.ai solution helps media organizations to automatically create and distribute voice news and
podcasts from various text-based sources like news articles, documents and web pages. Isoft’s solution
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includes AI technology which is capable to optimize voice dynamics and content. Produced audio media
is very high-quality and optimized to different business areas requirements.

Possible matches with joined media organisations
•

RMG – Roularta Media Group is a Belgian multimedia group, market leader in the field of
magazines (in Durch and French). RMG expressed concerns that are particularly relevant with the
offering of isoft.ai and particularly its interest to review test-to-speech solution. Another perfect
match is here to be investigated.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Aifos Media – Aifos Media is a Greek SME dedicated to the production of podcasts in various
thematics. An introduction of isoft,ai to Aifos Media could offer grounds for a possible
collaboration in terms of automating podcast production process with the aid of test-to-speech
technology.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Dagens Næringsliv – It is the major Norway’s business news outlet, providing in-depth coverage
of the Norwegian business, economy and politics landscape. It is well known for investigative
journalism, quality feature stories and in-depth commentary and debate. DN specifically
expresses its interest to review and assess solutions dealing with video/audio production. Within
this context a possible introduction of isoft.ai to DN could offer grounds of collaboration for
considering possibilities of a commonly developed audio production process for news podcasts
applying text-to-speech technology.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.
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•

Yle – Yle is a public Finnish broadcaster. Since YLE offers radio services, a connection with isoft.ai
could offer them grounds for common investigation of a possible cooperation with respect to
text-to-speech automation processes for podcast broadcasting and streaming.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
•

Voxalyse – Voxalyse offers a SEO enabling search data analytics application focused on the search
of podcasts within available pools. A possible contact with isoft.ai could lead in business and
marketing co-operation for mutual scale-up purposes.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Service offering and collaboration business case definition.

Rumble studio – The startup develops a SaaS to enable AI-assisted chatbot-human conversation
recording. The two startups possess partially common technological backgrounds and targeted
market segments. A possible contact could result in meaningful brainstorming to reach to
commonly exploited service offering.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and collaboration business case definition.

Speech morphing – The startup develops a technology for off-the-shelf and custom-branded
synthesized voices to support unique brand persona and brand continuity. Again here, the two
startups possess partially common technological backgrounds and targeted market segments. A
possible contact could result in meaningful brainstorming to reach to commonly exploited service
offering.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.
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−

Testing.

−

Service offering and collaboration business case definition.

5.2 Matches for startups assigned to Cluster Sofia knowledge city
Kelp Digital
The focus of Kelp Digital is protecting creators of original content from copyright infringements and misuse
of their content. They build open-source software for content creators (for now, mainly, photographers)
to manage, protect and license their work. They claim to be the first are the first company to verify content
creator’s authorship over their work, and first to create legally binding copyright statements.

Possible matches with joined media organisations
•

Fonn Group – Grounds for co-operation with Kelp Digital – Being Norwegian technology group
they can test the product on their various platforms especially and the start-up could help improve
the copyrights and protection of content. Mjoll’s flagship product, Mimir, is used by broadcasters,
media houses, production companies and other organizations in need of a smart media
management solution. Fonn Group could benefit for Mimir as it operates with meat data and can
improve its copyrights protection and.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Testing.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Media Lab Bayern – being a hub and providing acceleration program for digital media start-ups it
could provide good case for testing and validation of the software of Kelp.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product validation.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

New market/customers in Greece.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

RMG – being the market leader in the field of magazines it operates with vast amount of content
and creators of images and other content which provides opportunity for testing the software of
Kelp. RMG can benefit with strengthening the collaboration with content creators.
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o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product validation.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

New market/customers in Greece.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
•

Exorde – it provides a platform specialised in analysing the spread of information on the Web to
create and sell trust scores. Kelp focuses on content protection and increases the control of
creators over their work.
o

•

−

Product/service introduction

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

New offerings and business models.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Searchr - Searchr is a hybrid cloud solution for remotely searching, managing and repurposing
media content. The Searchr software includes cataloguing, media management, AI/ML-driven
auto tagging, and workflow automation which can be grounds for collaboration with Kelp.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration

Candidate objectives of collaboration

−

Product/service introduction

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

New offerings and business models.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Contilt - Contilt’s browser plugin accelerates content writing and consumption. It enables search
result summarization and analysis, dynamic summarization of web articles, and context sensitive
content generation.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration

−

Product/service introduction

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

New offerings and business models.

−

Service offering and business case definition.
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Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
•

Dobrite novini – this is a popular and well-developed news platform in Bulgaria with news
publications. They can help test and validate the product of Kelp Digital and get them access to
the Bulgarian market.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

New market entry.

United academics foundation – this is an open access publishing platform with a rich database of
scientific and other publications. They can help test and validate the product of Kelp Digital and
get them access to the Dutch market as UA is based in the Netherlands. It could also help Kelp get
access to one of the target groups of EU policymakers in regards to IP protection and Copyright
Directive.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product testing and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

New market entry.

Saulx
Saulx is building the infrastructure to create real time data transfer that scales up to tens of millions
concurrent connections. It is a platform for platforms. The first product on their new infrastructure Tally
is a real time audience interaction platform, built to handle the largest scales. It has been successfully
used live for tallying votes at the Junior Eurovision Song Contest and during multiple German TV shows
with live viewer interaction.

Possible matches with joined media organisations
•

Mediahuis – a Belgian media company owning a wide range of cross-media brands. Its news
consumers have 24/7 access to its brands via a wide range of platforms and is a strategic partner
of advertisers, offering them commercial solutions. As it owns platforms it could broaden the
application of Tally and Saulx get access to new customer, feedback on features and piloting.
Mediahuis could apply Tally to develop new offerings and/or modify its current portfolio.
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o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Testing.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Tagesschau (ARD-aktuell) – It is the biggest TV news brand in Germany with sizable digital
footprints. Saulx looks for expansion to new markets and they could help Tagesschau giving extra
real time tools and possibilities can give them an edge to remain more relevant.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Testing.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Broadcast Solutions – It is a system integrator comprising a group of companies acting worldwide.
It implements and realizes projects and it offers its services in all broadcast and content related
areas which will give access for Saulx to new markets and customers to pilot and apply the
platform.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Testing.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

AFM (Ate ao Fim do Mundo) – It creates and produces TV shows and series, movies,
documentaries, advertising, design, animation series and movies. It could apply Tally for its shows
for voting, interaction with the audience, quizzes, etc..
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Testing.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.
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Possible matches with other selected startups
•

Wantent – both start-ups focus on the interaction with the audience. Wantent tracks audience
reactions and emotional states, estimates their attitude and engagement level into the content
and the platform of Saulx provides interaction with the audience which could be beneficial for
both entities.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration

−

Product/service introduction

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

New offerings and business models.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

• Playtreks – Playtreks is an AI-driven data analytics platform with powerful insight tracking and
discovering music in charts & playlists, insights from social media, and find out what people are
listening to. The technology of Playtreks can benefit from additional features and interaction
with the audience by Tally.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

New offerings and business models.

• Wanted Media – Wanted TV helps video streaming consumers to find the most relevant content
to watch by providing them with personalised recommendations based on their watching habits
and social interactions with their friends. As both start-ups focus on interactions with the
audience they could benefit and pilot new offerings.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

New market entry.

Summy.ai
Summy is an AI platform generating insights from video by analysing video using AI. Besides providing
feedback to the video makers, Summy determines the most important shots for its goal and audience,
making it possible to generate various personalized and optimized videos from one base video. A video is
inserted by the dashboard or by adding summy to an existing ETL pipeline and send to the first modules,
scaling the video and detecting and cutting out all the scenes and shots.
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Possible matches with joined media organisations
•

Media Lab Bayern – as Summy states its need for more knowledge of entrepreneurship their
acceleration program might be beneficial. They can also provide access to German media
companies. The team of Summy is strong in technical aspects and need support for business
development.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Dedicated coaching and/or training in business & product development and marketing

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

− Service offering and business case definition.
WNESSTV – Being a producer of wellness video content it could prvide opportunity for testing the
product of Summy.ai. It also operates an international TV channel and a VOD platform.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Testing.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Broadcast Solutions - It is a system integrator comprising a group of companies acting worldwide.

It implements and realizes projects and it offers its services in all broadcast and content related
areas so this will provide access to target customers for Summy to validate its MVP and improve
its features. Broadcast solutions could benefit from mew offering and technology developed by
Summy as well as the competences and capacity of the team.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Testing.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Mediahuis – The ground for cooperation lie in the commercial solutions of the advertisers who
partner with Mediahuis. It is a Belgian media company owning a wide range of cross-media
brands. Its news consumers have 24/7 access to its brands via a wide range of platforms and is a
strategic partner of advertisers, offering them commercial solutions. Summy’s secondary target
groups include companies that heavily depend on video advertising to sell their products or
services. Mediahuis could benefit from the making of personalizing videos for the advertisers and
optimization of video advertisements.
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o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Testing.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
•

Searchr – Searchr is a complete hybrid cloud solution for remotely searching, managing and
repurposing media content. The Searchr software includes cataloguing, media management,
AI/ML-driven auto tagging, and workflow automation. The technology of Summy is AI-based
platform and in this respect both technologies could benefit by synergies and similarities.
o

•

−

Product/service introduction

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

New offerings and business models.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Veeplay - Veeplay is a video API platform that makes it easy for developers to build and monetise
video experiences into web and mobile applications. Veeplay could use the fetures of the
Summy.ai platform and provide new offering for its customers. Summy will get access to new
target and testing.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration

−

New offerings and business models.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Wanted media – Wanted TV provides customization of video content and it is similar in its target
and offering in a sense so both startups could benefit from each other and get access to broader
market. Summy will get access to new target and testing.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration

Candidate objectives of collaboration

−

Product/service introduction

−

New offerings and business models.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Movi – Movi builds and licenses video tech to enable a mobile first, touch based video experience
for app developers. Being similar in customization and adaptation of video content to the users
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both startups could join forces. Summy’s AI platform for automated process of video editing and
the Movi’s co-creation, sharing and in-video transactions can be leveraged.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration

−

Product/service introduction

−

New offerings and business models.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Wanted Media
Wanted TV Mobile app helps video streaming users find what to watch. Most streaming platforms struggle
with discoverability, often being at the end of that process. It is focused on the untapped social discovery
market and user-related data. It provides its users with personalised recommendations based on their
watching habits and social interactions with their friends.

Possible matches with joined media organisations
•

Media Lab Bayern – Wanted media claims its needs for expertise on digital marketing, finance,
and Sales. Thus, being an innovation hub and startup accelerator for digital media and journalism
it could provide this expertise and support the startup with the Product market fit, as well. Media
Lab Bayern could benefit from the new technology developed by Wanted Media.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Dedicated coaching and/or training in business & product development and marketing

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Testing.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

WNESSTV – The media provides VOD which is target customer for testing Wanted TV and
WNESSTV will benefit from the customization and personalization of its services.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Testing.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.
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Possible matches with other selected startups
•

Veeplay - a video API platform that makes it easy for developers to build and monetise video
experiences into web and mobile applications. Both startups can benefit from mutual activities
and offering.
o
−

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration

−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

Summy.ai - Summy provides an AI platform generating insights from video by analysing video
content using AI. Wanted TV targets content discovery engines market so both startups could
benefit.
o

•

Service offering and business case definition.

Searchr - The Searchr software includes cataloguing and Wanted TV’ catalogue provides easy
access to information about all movies, TV shows, documentaries and other forms from all
streaming services. Thus, technologies have similarities that could be leveraged for new offerings
and testing.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration

Candidate objectives of collaboration

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

Saulx – Saulx provides interaction with the audience by its Tally platform. Tally is a real time voting
application for customers that expect millions of viewers interacting simultaneously during live
events. Joining forces both startups could offer new features, products and services.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration

−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

Wantent
Wantent provides an AI intelligence platform for evaluating content effectiveness. It is a web application
that tracks audience reactions and emotional states, estimates their attitude and engagement level into
the content, and provides recommendations to improve it. The platform is for automating marketing
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research; using AI allows us to determine the following parameters: emotional engagement, attention,
interest, accordance with expected reactions.

Possible matches with joined media organisations
•

Media Lab Bayern – Wantent claims its needs for improvement of R&D strategy, product
development strategy and new market entry. Thus, being an innovation hub and startup
accelerator for digital media and journalism it could provide this expertise and support the startup
with the Product market fit, as well. Media Lab Bayern could benefit from the new technology
developed by Wantent. Wantent allows content production companies to determine the target
audience's reaction while watching the video content.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Testing.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

AFM (Ate ao Fim do Mundo) – It creates and produces TV shows and series, movies,
documentaries, advertising, design, animation series and movies. Wantent allows content
producers to receive genuine audience’ reactions on a viewed content, get valuable insights
uncovering new opportunities to deliver a verily unique proposition for the market as a benefit
for AFM.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Testing.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Mediahuis – Belgian media company owning a wide range of cross-media brands. Wantent could
benefit from the partnership with the advertisers and the content producers as they provide
services related to research and analysis of consumer behavior which is the offering of Wantent
for for recognizing and interpreting consumer reactions (Emotion Detection & Recognition).
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Testing.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.
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Possible matches with other selected startups
•

Searchr - Noscos is a Latvian company that offers face recognition services (Searchr) in image and
video photo archives using machine learning and computer vision technologies. The opportunity
might arise to integrate the solutions.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

•

Saulx - the platform of Saulx provides interaction with the audience which could be beneficial for
both entities. Both start-ups focus on the interaction with the audience. Wantent tracks audience
reactions and emotional states, estimates their attitude and engagement level into the content
and
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

Playtreks - an AI-driven data analytics platform with powerful insight tracking and discovering
music in charts and playlists, insights from social media, and find out what people are listening to.
Wantent tracks audience reactions and emotional states, estimates their attitude and
engagement level into the content. Both startups could integrate their technologies for content
discovery and customization and personalization.
o

•

Service offering and business case definition.

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

Veeplay - a video API platform that makes it easy for developers to build and monetise video
experiences into web and mobile applications. Both startups could benefit from improvement and
adaptation of their offerings to increase user engagement and experience by detection of
emotions and reactions.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.
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5.3 Matches for startups assigned to Media City Bergen – Media Cluster
Searchr
Noscos is a Latvian company that offers face recognition services (Searchr) in image and video photo
archives using machine learning and computer vision technologies. Possible to integrate both on premises
and in the cloud.
Possible matches with joined media organizations
•

Fonn Group – Mjoll is a software company at Fonn Group based in Bergen/Norway. They deliver
smart MAM systems based on AI and ML. Mostly they integrate with other vendors to enhance
the functionality in the system. Searchr could be an addon to Mimir for analyzing content.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Pensoft – They are an independent academic publishing company, well known for their cuttingedge publishing-tools, workflows and methods for text and data publishing of journals, books, and
conference materials. Through its Research and Technical Development department, Pensoft is
involved in various research and technology projects. Pensoft also provides services in website
design and development, building of integrated publishing platforms and in science
communication. Pensoft is interested in collaboration with providers of AI and NLP tools and
services as well as other services and tools related to semantic publishing, machine readability,
data-driven publishing, publishing platforms and tools.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

Broadcast Solutions is one of Europe’s biggest system integrators and comprises a group of
companies acting worldwide. Started in Germany more than 15 years ago, Broadcast Solutions
stands for innovation and engineering. With subsidiaries in Europe, Asia and the Middle East the
group plans, implements and realizes projects and offers its services in all broadcast and content
related areas – globally.
BS solutions are looking for new tools and technologies within AI, machine learning and cloud
based services for Integrations.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
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−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

Possible matches with other selected startups
•

Wantent – have a solution that allows content production companies to determine the target
audience's reaction while watching the video content. Wantent product is a web application for
automating marketing research; using AI allows to determine the following parameters:
emotional engagement, attention, interest, accordance with expected reactions. Would it be
possible to connect face recognition so that we can see the reaction of audience combined with
who they are watching?
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

Circulr
The revolutionary idea is that the headphones can transform into loudspeakers with an immersive and
powerful sound, this reduces electronic waste by its combination.

Possible matches with joined media organizations
•

Broadcast Solutions is one of Europe’s biggest system integrators and comprises a group of
companies acting worldwide. Started in Germany more than 15 years ago, Broadcast Solutions
stands for innovation and engineering. With subsidiaries in Europe, Asia and the Middle East the
group plans, implements and realizes projects and offers its services in all broadcast and content
related areas – globally. Possible match might be that BS could be a reseller for the product.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition.

Fonn Group – also act as a webshop for the media industry in the Nodics. In the webshop they
cover most of the hardware needed for any kind of audiovisual production. The match could be
that Fonn Group would be a reseller of the product.
o Candidate objectives of collaboration
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−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
•

All kind of resellers of audio equipment
o Candidate objectives of collaboration

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

Movi
Mobile video providers upgrade their existing video player in their mobile apps to Movi. Instantly they can
launch their new superior interactive viewing experience and open a new world of user attention-based
video monetisation. Movi’s client-side proprietary player technology is built hardware up to developer
API to enable cross platform and device features, support, functionality and programming interface, in
addition to enabling a completely new and truly interactive video playback experience. Movi works with
existing video content and streaming protocols, both video on demand and live streams. Movi also
enables a superior interactive creative viewing experience where the user has direct creative control of
the content presentation and playback in real time.

Possible matches with joined media organizations
•

TV 2 Norway – is the public/commercial broadcaster in Norway covering news and sports. They
also do a lot on OTT, have their own mobile video player and always looking out for improvement.
It might be a match for Movi.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

ERT Medialab – National and international TV and radio services, local radio services, on-line and
HBBTV platforms, and a national symphony orchestra, a contemporary music orchestra, and a
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choir. As ERT always are promoting digital transformation and convergence and establish
synergies between broadcast and IT technologies and competes with the rising OTT streaming
services, improve our offering, and become relevant to all audience groups it seems like a good
match with Movi.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

Broadcast Solutions is one of Europe’s biggest system integrators and comprises a group of
companies acting worldwide. Started in Germany more than 15 years ago, Broadcast Solutions
stands for innovation and engineering. With subsidiaries in Europe, Asia and the Middle East the
group plans, implements and realizes projects and offers its services in all broadcast and content
related areas – globally.
Possible match might be that BS could be a integrator for Movi.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
•

Better software group –build mobile applications, web and backend solutions for broadcasters,
content owners, telecommunication and media companies. Through joining their passion for new
technologies and taking utmost care of the aesthetics as well as usability of the projects, they
create new business possibilities to our clients helping them in digital transformation. BSG are
working closely with platform-developers and Movi could be an add-on.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

Rumble Studio
Rumble Studio is a product to record asynchronous guest interviews using conversational A.I., enabling
companies (like B2B SaaS) to publish audio quickly and affordably. With Rumble, businesses acquire more
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leads, and close more deals. Their mission is to democratize the creation, distribution and discovery of
spoken audio, and become the primary source of conversational content on the internet. To achieve this
goal, they are building an AI-powered system to record natural spontaneous conversations with guests in
an automated and scalable way. The product lets content marketers write/record questions, then invite
guests to record their answers. They are interviewed by our an A.I. bot and provides a studio-quality MP3
file of the conversation. This audio can be published as a podcast, shared to social media as video, mined
for information or repurposed into other forms of content like blogs.

Possible matches with joined media organizations
•

RTBF – is the Belgian French-speaking public TV broadcaster. They also do lots of internal
productions and within these podcasts. We see a possibility for RTBF to investigate how Rumble
might assist them in producing smarter content.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

RTP – It is the public broadcaster of Portugal. They serve several TV channels, radio, news and
sports. RTP also uses podcast as a publishing tool. We can see an opportunity for Rumble studio
at RTP
o Candidate objectives of collaboration

•

−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

TV 2 Norway – TV 2 is the biggest commercial broadacaster in Norway. They are doing news,
sports and entertainment and always looking for new methods for collecting and publish content.
We see that Rumble might be an good opportunity for TV 2 Norway.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition
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•

NPO – is the public broadcaster in The Netherlands covering news and sports. As Rumble can
facilitate them for retrieving more content and also publish the content, we see a good
opportunity for Rumble to interact.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

Possible matches with other selected startups
•

Veeplay – is aiming for making it easier to deliver video inside web and mobile products. The
lifecycle for getting a videofile delivered to millions of users across a plethora of devices and often
fairly limited bandwidth is composed from multiple stages that includes complex operations.
Veeplay is launching the highway. If Rumble Studio collects the content – Veeplay migh deliver
it.
o Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
•

NRK – It is the public broadcaster in Norway. They do a lot of new types of programs and always
eager to test out new possibilities. As Rumble launch a new way of collecting/producing content
we see a good potential for cooperations.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

Bergens Tidende – is a regional online news organization in Norway. They do news, sports and
cultura and doing podcast as one of their publishing methods. We see that Rumble could be a
good match to collect even more content from new sources not possible to reach with
conventional technology.
o Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.
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−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

Spectalix
Spectalix develops a mobile-phone AI technology that allows consumer-businesses apps create short clips
and allow users to place themselves in those clips and interact with the brand's talents. The technology
separates the users from their background (in lieu of a green screen) in real-time. It runs locally on the
mobile phone and on all mobile platforms. It allows advertisers and sponsors to expose their brand in an
all-out engaging way, offering users to participate. This unique video technology is being offered to
businesses either as an SDK or a customizable white label app.

Possible matches with joined media organizations
•

WNESSTV – is wellness video content producer and are looking for technical solution and ads
delivery programatic solution. Spectalix could deliver both ad insertion and community
engagement.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

RMG – Roularta focuses on its core business in the magazine industry: news magazines in Dutch
and French. An internet editorial staff designs the largest Belgian newsroom together with the
editorial staff from the 6 news magazines. The internet editorial staff is responsible for 24/7/365
relevant and in-depth background information and follows the current events closely. RMG is
looking for solutions to engage customers/subscriber, Spectalix could assist them in this manner
– on digital platforms.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition
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Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
•

Live music events – We can see the possibility to pitch Spectalix to producers of live concerts.
The use case would be that the audience can record themselves on stage with the band on the
respective concert. This could also be a lead-in to the live concert.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and case definition

5.4 Matches for startups assigned to VRT Sandbox
Contilt
Contilt’s mission is to revolutionize the way we create and consume content. With its unique capacity to
understand and generate natural language, contilt enables automation of significant parts of content
related workflows, saving time and improving the quality in a wide range of content related tasks.
Possible matches with joined media organizations
•

Pensoft – Pensoft is interested in services and tools related to semantic publishing, machine
readability, data-driven publishing, publishing platforms and tools.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Dagens Næringsliv – DN is looking for automation, robot journalism and data journalism.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.
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−

•

Service offering and business case definition.

Roularta Media Group – RMG is looking to for robot journalism (support Dutch and French) for a
specific type of editorial content (e.g. sport results, wheater)
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
•

Geneea – Geneea specialises in highly customised automatic processing of large amounts of text.
They work mainly for media houses, helping them to publish more engaging articles faster and
cheaper. The AI behind their tools automatically analyses the text of articles and assists journalists
by suggesting related photos, articles, and keywords, taking into account theeditorial guidelines
and preferences of each publisher.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

● Varia – They built a journalistic research product themselves, with the focus to enable
efficient research. Very complementary.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

Playtreks
Playtreks has a focus on data analytics and music distribution. They provide transparency for artists,
songwriters, producers, and labels. Next, they wish to integrate video, and do the same for video as they
do for music. Being an AI driven solution, in the process of deploying BLOCKCHAIN they guarantee a high
degree of information to be shared, information which is not being provided by the streaming, social and
content sharing platforms.
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Possible matches with joined media organizations
• Orfium – Orfium is looking for new applications and protocols on blockchain technology that
could solve the right management, claiming and royalties distribution challenges the music
industry is facing. Aggregate music data to offer insights and access.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
•

Mediafin – Mediafin is looking for solutions around audio and video production.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
•

Musicube – Musicube trains an AI model that processes musical content and proceeds to its
textual description by using a system composed by 800 tags. Musicube's AI analyses millions of
songs and generates data by tagging it and making connections. They could be complementary to
what Playtreks is doing
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

SMI
SMI, Speech Morphing Interactive Ltd. is a leading provider of speech synthesis technology and solutions
for improved human-machine interaction and customer experience. SMI’s offering enables the creation
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of premium quality off-the-shelf and custom-branded synthesized voices to support unique brand persona
and brand continuity.

Possible matches with joined media organizations
•

VRT – VRT is currently running projects to test & implement syntethic voice is their radio
productions
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
•

Mediafin – Mediafin is looking for solutions around audio production
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

BBC – BBC R&D is looking for solutions around AI in storytelling (voice, CUIs, etc)
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Voxalyze
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They launched their Beta in May 2021 which offers a "Search Engine Optimization" solution for podcast
producers. They provide data and insights to enable creators to increase the visibility and audience of
their content.
Possible matches with joined media organisations
•

Mediahuis – They are looking for solutions on Podcast (experience & monetisation)
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Radio France – Radio France is looking for solutions to digitalizing they audio production
workflows
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
•

Mediafin – Mediafin is looking for solutions around audio production
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

X.News
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x.news is the research tool for journalists and corporate marketing and brand monitoring teams that
eliminates current limitations of legacy systems It makes the user fast and first when it comes to finding
relevant information on topics and stories. It keeps them constantly updated on their topics regardless of
where they are and what device they are on. It enables them to better collaborate with colleagues by
sharing expertise, knowledge and existing work they have done. x.news promotes cloud business as it is
offered as a SaaS operated in the various cloud environments.
Possible matches with joined media organisations
•

Pensoft – Pensoft is interested in services and tools related to semantic publishing, machine
readability, data-driven publishing, publishing platforms and tools.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

ZDF – ZDF is looking for tools that could help them fight fake news and misinformation.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
•

Mediafin – Mediafin is looking for solution of data usage in the newsroom.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
•

Varia – They built a journalistic research product themselves, with the focus to enable efficient
research.
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o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

5.5 Procurements monitoring and preliminary findings
Major portals identified for monitoring procurements and perform opportunity spotting for the selected
startups are presented as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TED – Tenders Electronic Daily, supplement to the Official Journal of the EU
European Commission’s funding & tender opportunities
The Belgian e-Procurement platform
DOFFIN - The Norwegian national notification database for public procurement.
The private global tenders portal
Funding opportunities under European Commission’s strategy on shaping Europe’s digital
future
HORIZON EUROPE – Funding programmes and Open Calls
Creative Europe – Funding Opportunities
EIC Accelerator

Latest entries were the funding opportunities under HORIZON EUROPE programme, the funding
opportunities under Creative Europe programme and the opportunities for funding under the continuous
open call of EIC Accelerator programme for short proposals.
Most relevant tenders and/or calls that were open and particularly relevant with the activities of the
selected startups of OC3 were the following:
➔ Creative Europe - Innovative tools and business models
➔ Creative Europe – Innovation Lab
➔ Creative Europe - Audience Development and Film education
➔ European Innovation Council - EIC Accelerator
➔ HORIZON EUROPE - eXtended Reality Modelling
➔ HORIZON EUROPE - AI to fight disinformation
➔ MME is also always keeping an eye to other funded projects which support media innovation,
such as STADIEM and AI4MEDIA.
The opportunity to apply was/will be promoted to all the selected startups.
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6. Conclusions
This document presents the statistics of the third open call for startups of the MediaMotorEurope
programme, which resulted in 91 expressions of interest and 51 finalised applications. Applications came
from several EU and H2020 associated countries, with only 10% of the startups not being either
incorporated/legally established or in the process of incorporation, and with the majority of the startups
incorporated in the last three years. Only 1 applicant was considered not eligible.
Following the conclusion of the third open call and the analysis of the metrics discussed in this deliverable,
a short article highlighting the key points and interesting information for the general public was shared
on the MME blog, as well as on social media in the form of an infographic.
After the evaluation process with respect to the third open call for startups has been finalized, 20 deeptech startups and scaleups were selected to participate in the third MediaMotorEurope’s support cycle.
The call for expressions of interest for media organisations (cumulative since the start of the programme)
has resulted in 25 media organisations enrolled.
A promising number was achieved with respect to candidate matches identified after the selection of the
20 startups/scaleups to participate in the third support cycle. A total of 91 unique candidate possible
matches were identified by the hubs’ professionals. Among them, 56 unique candidate possible matches
were identified between selected startups and joined media organisations, 25 between selected startups
and 10 between selected startups and companies other than the selected/joined ones as they have been
spotted by the hubs’ professional staff. These matchmaking results offer a very good starting point for the
support to be provided to the selected startups during the third support cycle.
Three more sources for spotting relevant procurements to the activities of the selected startups were
activated and identified. They are the HORIZON EUROPE programmes, the Creative Europe programme
and the EIC Accelerator.
This is the third of three deliverables which report on the results of the three open calls. In total, the
programme has received 384 expressions of interest and 221 applications. Cumulative results on the three
open calls are showcased and analysed in D2.6: Aggregated calls report (M19).
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Annex – Media Organisations
This annex presents a very brief profile of the media organisations that joined the MediaMotorEurope
programme, for an easier reading of section 5.
•

Aifos Media – Aifos media is an Audio Storytelling and Podcast Production SME operating its own
Podcast portal.

•

AFM (Ate ao Fim do Mundo) – It creates and produces TV shows and series, movies,
documentaries, advertising, design, animation series and movies. It also offers consulting in
setting-up a TV channel, from technical structure and programing to content acquisition and
brand creation.

•

BNT – The Bulgarian National Television is the national broadcasting corporation in Bulgaria. BNT
broadcasts four TV services: BNT1, BNT2, BNT3, BNT4.

•

Broadcast Solutions – It is a system integrator comprising a group of companies acting worldwide.
It implements and realizes projects and it offers its services in all broadcast and content related
areas.

•

Dagens Næringsliv – It is the major Norwegian news provider.

•

Direction Business Network - Direction Business Network daily is a news portal that provides
information, aiming to highlight and support different sectors of the Greek economy.

•

ERT – The public broadcaster of Greece. It operates four national and one international TV and
radio services, local radio services from 19 regional stations, on-line and HBBTV platforms. Its
interest was expressed by its branch “ERT Media Lab”, established with the purpose of facilitating
the adoption of new technologies to the service of broadcasters.

•

Euronews – Euronews is Europe’s leading international news channel. It has been delivering
impartial news trusted by audiences across the world, available in almost 400 million homes
across 160 countries, including 67% of homes in the European Union and the UK. It reaches almost
150 million people every month. It offers 12 distinct language editions, with a “glocal” approach
to news adapted to the expectations of local audiences. Euronews has also dedicated shows
covering topics like science, climate, business, current affairs and culture, both on television and
on its digital platforms. Its English language edition offers 17 hours of anchored news shows every
weekday.

•

Fonn Group – A Norwegian technology group offering improved workflow solutions for journalists
and video editors. The group is headquartered in Media City Bergen, Norway. Group companies
are Mjoll and 7Mountains; software companies offering cloud based storytelling and production
tools for the worldwide media market, and Mediability; a video equipment reseller in the Nordics.
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•

I am here International – It is an independent civil encouragement group composed of 15 national
groups all over the world. It identifies articles/ posts that generate heinous comments and it
intervenes for their curation. The group has 150,000 members worldwide.

•

Media Lab Bayern - An innovation hub and startup accelerator for digital media and journalism.
Supporting talents, startups and media companies in building the future of media. They offer a
startup acceleration program for media startups of different maturity levels and work closely
together with German media companies.

•

Mediahuis – It is a Belgian media company owning a wide range of cross-media brands. Its news
consumers have 24/7 access to its brands via a wide range of platforms and is a strategic partner
of advertisers, offering them commercial solutions.

•

NPO – A Dutch public broadcaster with interest expressed by its innovation department. It
operates 3 linear TV channels, 5 digital theme channels and a plethora of offline offers (websites,
apps, social media channels), beyond several conventional and online radio stations.

•

Orfium – A global rights management tech provider offering Music Catalog Management, UGC
Claiming and Reporting & Analytics solutions.

•

Pensoft – It is an academic publishing company that publishes on-line textual data for journals,
books and conferences. Pensoft is actively involved in research & development and its products
include Science publishing of open access journals, books and conference materials; an ARPHA
Publishing Platform; Communication and dissemination services for scientific projects.

•

PRnew.info - Information portal for media, PR and marketing news. PRN works with PR agencies,
companies and entrepreneurs for communicating their services and news.

•

Radio France – A French Public Service Radio broadcaster.

•

RMG – Roularta Media Group is a Belgian multimedia group, market leader in the field of
magazines (in Durch and French). Main news fields covered are business and lifestyle. RMG’s
editorial staff designs and operates the largest Belgian news room. In addition, it publishes the
largest free magazine in Belgium.

•

RTBF (Radio Télévision Belge de la Communauté Française) – It is the Belgian French-speaking
public TV broadcaster

•

RTP – The public media broadcaster of Portugal. It has several digital projects ongoing such as RTP
Play, RTPPalcos, RTPEnsina, RTPArquivos among others. Its interest was expressed by its branch
“RTP Sandbox”.

•

Tagesschau (ARD-aktuell) – It is the biggest TV news brand in Germany with sizable digital
footprints.
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•

TV2 Norway – It is a leading Norwegian commercial broadcaster. TV2 Norway is open to assess
solutions within broadcast Production, streaming technology/cloud and distributed/mobile
workforce.

•

WNESSTV - Efficiency First Media OOD produces wellness video content and it operates an
international TV channel and a VOD platform.

•

YLE – It is the Finnish broadcasting company.

•

ZDF – A nationwide public German broadcaster operating various TV and online
channels. Grounds for co-operation with ZDF could be the needs expressed with respect to the
wide concept of digitalization of the services offered and the increased effectiveness of the
workflows applied.
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